
Nouns Assessment

Total Marks - 20

Strands Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Total

Marks

5 5 5 5 20

Marks

Obtained

GR. 5 Identify and use nouns ( common and proper noun) appropriately

Q. 1: Let’s read and answer:

5 marks

They reached Laal Chowk, and started their purchase by picking up a

fresh cabbage. They then went to pick up some potatoes and onions.

Vidya was surprised to see Sita Didi, the lady who sold vegetables,

give fresh coriander leaves and some green chillies without charging

anything for it. On their way, they met Uncle Hari and his son Raghu,

who were returning from ‘Radha Store’, after purchasing some

groceries.

1. Name the vegetable Vidya and her father bought with potatoes.



Vegetable

Ans:onions

2. Who was Vidya surprised to see?

Ans.: _______________________

Ans: Sita didi

3. Who did they meet on their way with Raghu?

Ans.: _______________________

Ans:Uncle Hari

Vidya reminded her father that they had to get some guavas. Alok

had wanted them, and had requested Vidya to buy some. Just

when they were coming out of the fruit shop, a monkey climbed

down a tree and fled away with a banana.

4. Name any one fruit mentioned in the story.

Ans.: ______________

Ans: guava/banana

5. Which animal did Vidya see in the market?

Ans.: __________

Ans: monkey

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.



Q. 2: Complete the story by adding Nouns of your choice and

colour the pictures:

5 marks

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.



Q. 3: From the above passage given in Q1, identify and write a

total of 10 Nouns (person, place, animal, thing) in the correct

columns. If the same noun is repeated in the story, only write it

once:

5 marks

Person Place Animal Thing

Person Place Animal Thing

1. Vidya

2. Father

3. Uncle Hari

4. Raghu

5. Sita didi

1. Fruit shop

2. Laal Chowk

3. Radha store

1. Monkey 1. fruit

2. vegetables

3. bicycle

4. groceries

5. cabbage

6. potatoes

7. onions

8. coriander

leaves

9. green chillies

10. guavas

11. banana

*Every correct answer gets a 0.5 mark.



Q. 4: Identify nouns and circle them:

5 marks



*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.


